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Introduction: 

World War11 left millions of refugees in Europe, lnany of whom were unable 
or unwilling to return to their home country.' Approximately 12,000 Mennonite 
refugees from the Soviet Union had survived the war and post-war repatriations 
and remained in those portions of Germany and Austria occupied by the western 
allies. An additional 2,000 refugees from former Prussian, Danzig and northern 
Polish territories were housed in refugee camps in Denmark or in Schleswig- 
Holstein.' The refugees from the Soviet Union knew that a terrible fate awaited 
them if they returned, voluntarily or otherwise, to their old homeland. The post- 
war Polish government, on the other hand, would not permit the return of 
German or Mennonite citizens.' 

The long-term econo~nic prospects of these refugees in war-ravaged Europe 
was bleak. Most depended for their immediate livelihood on relief supplies 
provided by military, United Nations, or voluntary agencies. Emigration to 
North or South America offered the only reasonable hope of econolnic and 
personal rehabilitation. United Nations relief and rehabilitation agencies, how- 
ever, only had a mandate to assist refugees coming from one of the United 
Nations. That effectively disqualified the refugees from Danzig, East and West 



Prussia and northern Poland who were all regarded and treated as German 
nationals.-' The refugees from the Soviet Union were, of course, citizens of one 
of the United Nations, but they faced other desperate problems. 

The western allies had agreed during the last months of the war that allied 
citizens should be repatriated, by force if necessary, after the war. Stalin had 
been particularly insistent on this point at the conferences at Yalta and T e l ~ r a n . ~  
During the first seven months after Germany's unconditional surrender the 
policy of involuntary repatriation of Soviet refugees was rigorously e n f ~ r c e d , ~  
but the atrocities associated with post-war involuntary repatriations led to a 
change of policy. Senior American military officers were informed of the 
change in January of 1946.7 They were still asked to try and persuade as many of 
the refugees from the Soviet Union as possible to return. Soviet repatriation 
officers would still be granted f~l l l  access to the refugee camps, but involuntary 
repatriation was only to take place in cases where the Soviets provided conclu- 
sive proof that the individual concerned had voluntarily collaborated with the 
enemy. Where such evidence was not forthcoming there would not be an 
involuntary repatriation. The refugees, however, were not informed of this 
change of policy and continued to live in fear of involuntary repatriation long 
after the policy had been a b a n d ~ n e d . ~  

The Mennonite r e f ~ ~ g e e s  from the Soviet Union thus faced a dilemma. To 
obtain the United Nations assistance and support they desperately needed for 
their immediate survival and expeditious emigration to North or South America 
it was necessary that they be recognized as citizens of one of the United Nations. 
Yet, if they admitted that they had been citizens of the Soviet Union when the 
war broke out, they risked, or at least believed they risked, the terrible danger of 
involuntary repatriation back to the Soviet Union. Faced with these dangers, the 
refugees, aided and abetted by senior MCC officials, advanced a claim that they 
were really persons of Dutch ancestry and should be given United Nations 
assistance on thal basis. This claim of Dutch ancestry was never officially 
accepted by the various United Nations agencies, but the Mennonite refugees 
from the Soviet Union received relief and emigration assistance from the United 
Nations. 

Several Nations officials, particularly in the International Refugee Organi- 
zation, became suspicious about these German-speaking refugees who had been 
evacuated westward under the protection of the retreating German forces. 
Almost all had accepted German citizenship, and many had served in  German 
military, police and political units. MCC officials argued thal the r e f~~gees  had 
only done this under duress. They had become German citizens to avoid forced 
repatriation, and collaborated with the enemy only because their lives were in 
danger if they did not do so.9 

New evidence, drawn mainly from captured German doc~unents, contra- 
dicted some of the claims made by the refugees and by MCC officials. It led to 
s e r i o ~ ~ s  disputes with senior officials of the International Refugee Organization 
in which senior MCC officials used their excellent diplomatic contacts with 
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strategic American State Department officials to combat demands that Men- 
nonite refugees from the Soviet Union be declared ineligible for United 
Nations, including IRO, emigration assistance. 

Precedents 

The fight to establish and safeguard the eligibility of the refugees from the 
Soviet Union for United Nations, and specifically International Refugee Or- 
ganization, assistance was led by C. F. Klassen, MCC's senior European officer, 
and by William T. Snyder who was a senior MCC administrator at its head office 
in Alcron, Pennsylvania. Klassen and his family had emigrated from the Soviet 
Union to Canada in the mid-1920s. That migration had been expedited by a 
Mennonite organization in the Soviet Union which called itself the Vei-banddei- 
Buerger IzollaerzdiscAer Herkll~!ft (Union of Citizens of Dutch Ancestry).lUThis 
Union had stressed that the Mennonites living in the Soviet Union were not of 
German, but rather of Dutch ancestry, and more than 22,000 were able to 
emigrate to Canada in the 1920s, thanks in large part to the efforts of the 
Verband. 

C. F. Klassen had been involved in a peripheral way in the Mennonite 
migrations of the 1920s. He was greatly impressed when, in 1945, a small 
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group of Mennonite refugees from the Soviet Union persuaded Dutch authori- 
ties that they were people of Dutch ancestry and were granted entry into the 
Netherlands on that basis." Others q ~ ~ i c k l y  followed, and an estimated 420 
Mennonite refugees from the Soviet Union were admitted by the Dutch 
authorities. The Low-German dialect spoken by the refugees proved persua- 
sive with the Dutch border guards. But when the Soviets heard about this, they 
brusquely informed the Dutch government that no more Dutch prisoners of 
war, formerly held by the Germans in territories occupied by Soviet troops 
after the war, would be repatriated to the Netherlands if the Dutch authorities 
continued to recognize the claims of Dutch ancestry and granted entry to 
Menilonite refugees who had lived in Russia and the Soviet Union for more 
than 150 years. Not surprisingly, the Dutch authorities closed their borders to 
all Mennonite refugees from the Soviet Union, at least until all Dutch prisoners 
of war liberated by Soviet troops were safely returned to their homes. A Soviet 
demand that the Dutch government also return those Menno~lite refugees 
already in Holland was thwarted by Dutch insistence that Soviet repatriation 
officers provide proof of identity and citizenship of these people and of their 
voluntary collaboration with the enemy. That the Soviet repatriation officers 
could not do, and those already admitted to Holland remained there and 
became eligible for IRO emigration assistance. 

The tough stand talcen by the Soviets meant that other Mennonite refugees 
could not look to Holland as aplace of refuge or as a possible new homeland. The 
Mennonite Central Committee, nevertheless, in 1947, established its largest 
refugee camp and many of its European administrative and records-keeping 
operations at Gronau near the DutchIGerman border." The Gronau camp was 
equipped to feed and shelter between 500 and 900 refugees, but occasionally 
held as many as 2,000 people. The needed buildings were requisitioned by the 
British military, and repaired and made habitable by MCC workers. Thousands 
of refugees were fed, housed, and given medical care. Schools were established, 
as were Bible study groups and church services for the adults. Nine large 
buildings eventually comprised the camp. 

A second MCC-administered refugee camp, Lager Backnang, was estab- 
lished near Stuttgart in June of 1947.13 This camp also had its origin in attempts 
by Mennonite refugees from the Soviet Union to gain entry into Holland. In this 
case 3 15 refugees in the Munich region boarded a train which was to take them 
through France and Belgium and on to Holland. The train was stopped at the 
Dutch border 011 2 March 1947, and the refugees were denied entry. They were 
then taken back to Munich, but as Soviet citizens refusing repatriation they were 
refused food and supplies at the United Nations refugee camps. Their desperate 
plight led to the established of an MCC camp at Backnang which accommodated 
approximately 600 refugees and also became a major transit point for emigrants 
eager to go to Canada or Paraguay. Other camps were established later by MCC 
as need and opportunity arose. 

These MCC camps and relief programs met immediate needs, but only 
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emigration offered long-term soiutions. Canada, where many of the iviennonite 
refugees had friends and family members, was the preferred destination. 
Emigration could be expedited or delayed, depending on the national status of 
the refugees. All the western governments were under tremendous pressure to 
accept refugees who were entitled to assistance from the United Nations 
agencies. 

Four agencies of the old League of Nations or of the recently organized 
United Nations were particularly important in the assessment and review of 
Mennonite relief and rehabilitation entitlements.14 They were, more or less in 
chronological order, the Inter-Governmental Commission for refugees (IGCR), 
the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA), the 
Preparatory Commission for the International Refugee Organization (PCIRO), 
and the International Refugee Organization (IRO). 

The mandate of all these organizations was to look after displaced persons 
and refugees who were citizens of one of the United Nations. The Soviet Union 
was, of course, a member of the United Nations, but argued successfully that 
Soviet citizens who refused repatriation should not be eligible for United 
Nations assistance. 

Refugees ineligible for United Nations assistance faced two problems. First, 
they had to rely on very hard pressed local governments, or on charitable 
organizations, to meet their immediate needs. Second, all the early medical 
examinations, political screenings, interviews and other arrangements for 
emigration were conducted in UNRRA, PCIRO or IRO camps, and the transpor- 
tation costs of eligible emigrants from their point of departure in Europe to the 
point of debarkation in their new homeland were covered by the IRO or its 
predecessor agencies. Emigration screenings and transportation costs created 
enormous obstacles for those not eligible for United Nations assistance. 

The pronouncement of "eligibility" or "ineligibility" is of far-reaching impor- 
tance. If you are declared to be eligible, you have certain rights and privileges 
under IRO; if you are declared ineligible you have no rights under IRO. The 
ineligible ones cannot be processed by IRO officials. They are denied access to 
IRO camps for medical and political screening; they cannot ride military or CCG 
trains; they cannot leave Germany and cross an International Boundary. They are 
not entitled to the same food rations of D.P.s eligible under IRO.I5 

The rules and interpretations regarding eligibility for United Nations and 
IRO assistance were drawn up to deal with people who found themselves in 
complex and difficult situations." Those trying to help the Mennonite refugees 
from the Soviet Union sometimes had contradictory or incomplete information, 
and they had to work in an environment where political and diplomatic 
considerations often took precedence over legal niceties. The resulting uncer- 
tainty was exploited by MCC leaders, most notably C. F. Klassen, in ways which 
were of great benefit to the Mennonite refugees from the Soviet Union. 

Several IRO administrators familiar with the wartime experiences and 
activities of the Mennonite refugees from the Soviet Union were convinced 
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collaborated voluntarily with the enemy. The Mennonite refugees seemed 
virtually indistinguishable from the thousands of other Soviet Germans who 
had also been evacuated by the retreating Germans and who were regarded as 
being outside the mandate of the IRO. IRO administrators consequently voiced 
serious doubts and harboured deep suspicions regarding the honesty and 
legitimacy of the MCC itself when it insisted that the refugees were people of 
Dutch ancestry entitled to IRO assistance.17 

C. F. Klassen handled most of the early negotiations with League and United 
Nations officials in Geneva and with local relief administrators. He and other 
MCC officials from Akron enjoyed friendly relations with senior officials in the 
U. S. State Department and in the IRO's Washington Bureau. The generous 
donations for post-war relief work given by MCC, and their constructive role in 
the Council of Relief Agencies Licensed for Operations in Germany (CRALOG) 
helped create good will and gain influential friends who were sympathetic to the 
unique and difficult situation of the Mennonite refugees from the Soviet Union. 
In 1947, for example, a State Department official wrote as follows to C. F. Klassen: 

Conscious of the fine record of the Mennonite Central Committee, and of its efforts 
to move as many Mennonites as possible from Europe to countries overseas, I have 
given very careful consideration to your letter of 18th September in which you ask 
PCIRO to grant financial assistance to your Committee in moving 2,000 Mennonites 
to Paraguay.18 

In Europe Klassen established harmonious working relations with the most 
senior officers of the IGCR, UNRRA, PCIRO and then, after the specified 
minimum number of countries had ratified participation, with senior officials of 
the IRO.I9 With the help of these influential friends, Klassen was able to have 
many of the Mennonite refugees from the Soviet Union admitted into UNRRA 
camps. He conducted vigorous negotiations to obtain some sort of special status 
for the Mennonite refugees from the Soviet Union, comparable to the special 
status granted stateless Jews by the Intergovernmental Commission for Refu- 
gees or to stateless persons who had been issued so-called "Nansen" passes 
during the inter-war period. Unofficial and invalid "Menno Passes" were in fact 
issued by some MCC officials which, to the surprise of many, were honoured by 
the railways, by some German government officials, and occasionally by relief 
administrators. But the kind of special stateless status for Mennonite refugees 
from the Soviet Union, which was implied through the issuance of these passes, 
was never officially recognized. 

In their early official sub~nissions MCC officials made two basic  point^.'^ 
The first was that almost all the family names of the refugees from the Soviet 
Union could be traced back to the Netherlands. The second point emphasized 
that the refugees from the Soviet Union had never become fully integrated into 
either the Prussian or the RussianISoviet culture and society. Indeed, they had 
suffered such harsh treatment in Prussia that they had emigrated to Russia, 
where they had again been subjected to cruel persecution." 



7. llie Intergovernmentai Commission on Refugees established a smaii 
comlnissioll to examine the claims made on behalf of tlie Soviet Mennonites, 
but initially did not find the arguments persuasive. Then a recently completed 
doctoral dissertation by Horst Penner on the settlement of Dutch Mennonites in 
the Vistula and Nogat lowlands came to the attention of MCC officials. Penner 
had included in his dissertation an appendix in which the family names of the 
Dutch settlers were given." Roughly ninety percent of the family names of the 
refugees from the Soviet Union appeared in Penner's appendix. That evidence, 
together with extensive historical documentation compiled by Benjamin H. 
Unruh, who did not himself agree with the "Dutch ancestry" arguments but 
allowed his work to be cited in support of those claims, proved per~uasive. '~ The 
IGCR agreed that Mennonite refugees from the Soviet Union could be admitted 
to UNRRA and later IRO camps, and that they would also be eligible for 
financial assistance which would pay the cost of moving emigrants from Europe 
to their point of dise~nbarlcation in the country to which they were emigrating. 
Expenses associated with the chartering of the ship Voleizdnin to take the Berlin 
refugees to Paraguay in February of 1947, totalling $160,000, were the first such 
costs incurred by Mennonite emigrants and paid by the IGCR.'4 This paved the 
way for the payment of transportation costs of approximately 500 Mennonite 
emigrants going to Canada in 1947, and of two further transports to Paraguay by 
the PCIRO or the IRO. 

In a report published in October of 1948 C. F. Klassen spoke of the excellent 
and cordial relations he had established with officials of the newly organized 
IRO in both Geneva and Washington. He noted that the IRO Director General, 
W. HallamTuck, was a God-fearing and well meaning person, and that relations 
with the IRO Bureau were absolutely friendly." But not everyone was per- 
suaded that the Mennonite refugees from the Soviet Union were eligible for 
UnitedNations assistance, while all the other Soviet Germans who had also been 
evacuated by the retreating Germans were not eligible for IRO assistance. 
Several Jewish, Ukrainian and American officials and researchers questioned 
the validity of the Mennonite claim of Dutch ancestry. The publicity surround- 
ing the rescue in January and February of 1947 of the refugees trapped in Berlin 
brought tlie entire issue back into tlie spotlight." The Soviet Union issued an 
official note of protest, to which American StateDepartment officialsresponded 
cooly and correctly," but they also co~n~nissioned a distinguished historian, 
Morton Royse, to undertalce a thorough study of tlie ethnic origins and political 
orientation of the Mennonite refugees from the Soviet Union. Royse concluded 
that the Mennonite refugees were ethnic Germans or Volksdelrtsche, irrespec- 
tive of their distant ancestry. They had behaved and been recognized by the 
Nazis as Vollc,sde~rtsche during the war, and Royse's conclusio~i was clear. 

A doubtful origin, dating back several centuries, cannot change the character of the 
present generation, which was German and so recognized by themselves and 
others. These people, of the present generation, are Vollcsdeutsche or nieinbers 
of the German minority, in all ethnic aspects and mentality, regardless of what 



historical claims thcy maj  h ~ . ~ - c  to Zii obscure remote aiice~irj.. '~ 

George L. Warren, the American State Department's Advisor on Refugees 
and Displaced Persons, had a good working relationship with senior MCC 
officials. He showed them Royse's report and invited them to respond and, if 
possible, refute Royse's findings. The ensuing MCC defence took two forms. 
First a determined effort was made to reinforce tlie historic claims of Mennonite 
Dutch ancestry. Cornelius Krahn, a professor of Mennonite History at Bethel 
College in Newton, Kansas, was asked to prepare a comprehensive and thor- 
oughly documented research paper on the subject." Krahn duly prepared a 
thirty-page brief, together with additional pages of bibliographic references and 
excerpts from key documents, which was presented to State Department 
officials on 6 April 1948, and subsequently filed with the IRO office in 
G e n e ~ a . ~ "  

C. F. Klassen handled the negotiations in Geneva regarding Mennonite 
eligibility for IRO assistance, and also intervened elsewhere in Europe when, in 
Klassen's opinion, other MCC administrators "met with too stiff an opposition 
or had to deal with too stupid eligibility  officer^."^' He nevertheless regarded 
these encounters as battles on the periphery, prompted by local jealousies and 
waged by junior officials who preferred to be "the first in the village rather than 
the last in the city."32 

TheIRO never officially accepted theDutchancestry argument, but throughout 
1948 Mennonite refugees were admitted into UNRRA or IRO camps and t l ~ e  
PCIRO or the IRO paid transportation costs of those emigrating to Canada or 
South America. Klassen thus achieved a practical victory - tlie refugees were 
treated as if they were eligible for relief and other assistance under the IRO 
mandate. 

A Nasty Fight 

The victories of 1948 had barely been won when new and much more 
serious evidence of Mennonite collaboration with the Nazi occupation forces 
came to light. Specifically, IRO officials were furnished documentary proof 
that some of the refitgees froin the Soviet Union had voluntarily requested 
German citizenship as early as 1942, and that others had voluntarily joined 
German military units when there was no co~npulsion for them to do so. Such 
actions would clearly place these refugees, along with most otIierVolksdeutsclze 
refugees, outside the mandate of the IRO and of other United Nations relief and 
rehabilitation agencie~.~ '  

There was no dispute about the fact that virtually all the Mennonite refugees 
from the Soviet Union had, at one time or another, been sworn in as German 
citizens, the majority at the time when they were resettled temporarily in the 
Wartliegau region of central Poland. A significant n ~ t ~ n b e r  had also served in 
various German military units, including the S.S. and the Sicherheitsdienst. 



MCC officiais insisted that, with very few exceptions, these people had only 
accepted German citizenship or served in the German military because they had 
been drafted, placed under duress by the occupation forces, or because they 
regarded German citizenship as a way to protect themselves against involuntary 
repatriation.'" Consequently, in all the earlier documentation MCC officials had 
given to IRO officials, no mention had been made of German military service, 
acceptance of Gerrnan citizenship or other forms of collaboration with the 
enemy. An MCC official explained that "We accorded no validity to the 
naturalization of our Mennonites during World War I1 inasmuch as such was 
taken in a situation of duress."" 

New evidence that the Mennonite refugees had collaborated voluntarily 
with the German occupation forces, and that some had joined German military 
units or requested German citizenship when they were not under duress, was 
found late in 1948 and in 1949 in the huge Berlin Document Centre which had 
been set up by the Organization for the Military Government of Germany 
(United States) to house captured German documents. Those documents in- 
cluded the extensive registry or Karteisystem on all ethnic Germans in the 
eastern-occupied territories, compiled by the Volksrle~itsclze Mittelstelle at its 
offices in Litzmannstadt. Junior IRO officials, already suspicious about the 
wartime loyalties of the Mennonite refugees and their claims of Dutch ancestry 
after the war, used this new information to challenge the IRO eligibility of 21 ,j6 
and later of 43j7 Mennonite refugees on the basis of their wartime activities. That 
was obviously a serious blow for those involved. Even more serious was that fact 
that it placed in question the eligibility of all Mennonite r e f~~gees  from the Soviet 
Union. Some IRO officials became convinced that MCC officials had deliber- 
ately withheld important information regarding voluntary military service and 
collaboration by many of the ref~~gees ,  in order to obtain IRO support for 
refugees who did not qualify for such assistance. That was emphatically denied 
by MCC officials,3x but the result was the issuance, on 23 July 1949, of a new 
IRO order dealing specifically with the disputed eligibility of Mennonite 
refi~gees.?~ Any Mennonite refugee who had accepted or acknowledged German 
citizenship with the German Ein~vohrzer~~~eldedienst, which almost all the 
Mennonite refugees had done, was declared ineligible for IRO assistance unless 
a review of the relevant information in the Berlin Document Centre proved that 
he or she had only done so under duress, and had not voluntarily collaborated 
with the enemy. If the terms of this order had stood, the onus of proof that he or 
she had acted only under duress would rest with the refugee. 

William Snyder and C. F. IClassen immediately prepared a lengthy response 
which spolce of Mennonites being drafted to serve in the German military, of 
Mennonites being unknowingly anden rizasse sworn in as German citizens at the 
time of their resettlement in the Warthegau, and of others who requested German 
citizenship or had simply declared that they were German citizens because they 
believed that would make it possible for them to escape Soviet repatriation 
officers. They insisted, emphatically, that the Mennonite refugees from the 



Soviet Union were not voiicsdeutscize, but "a peopie unmistaiceniy other than 
German," who had registered as Germans "exclusively aizd orzly irz order that 
tlzey nziglzt protect thenzseh~es fi-0171 tlze Bolslzevik agelzts who are active 
eveqwhel-e ... tlzey ... resorted to an ~llztr~itlz to save their l i~es . ' '~ '  

In Washington MCC officials from the Akron office contacted George 
Warren, their friend and confidant in the State Department, who exerted his 
influence to have the IRO order of 23 July 1949 revoked or modified.-" The 
Canadian government was also kept inforlned of developments by MCC 
officials because most of the refugees involved hoped to emigrate to Canada. 
IRO eligibility, however, was not a major concern for the Canadian govern- 
ment."While making appropriate representations in support of the Mennonites 
to the IRO, expressing the hope that the Mennonite refugees would be treated 
fairly, Canadian External Affairs officials cautioned that: 

the qualifications for eligibility under the mandate are exactly the same for 
Mennonites as for others and under such circumstances, the Department would 
have no sound ground on which to object to the recent directive?' 

What seems clear from the official Canadian correspondence is that the loss 
of IRO eligibility would not automatically disqualify the Mennonite refugees as 
prospective immigrants to Canada. Canadian officials, at the urging of the 
Canadian Pacific Railway, were, in fact, willing to classify the Mennonite Camp 
at Gronau as an immigration screening centre if there were serious delays or 
difficulties at the IRO camps. The Canadian government wanted to attract 
immigrants who could be readily absorbed into Canadian economic, social and 
cultural life. "Absorptive capacity," not IRO eligibility or dubious wartime 
activities, were the overriding concern. The loss of IRO eligibility would have 
resulted in further irritating bureaucratic delays, and it would greatly increase 
the financial costs for which the Mennonite Central Committee or the Canadian 
Board of Colonization would have become responsible. It would not, however, 
close the door to Mennonite immigration to Canada, and it would have placed all 
the Mennonite refugees, including those from Prussia, Danzig and northern 
Poland on the same footing.44 

Canadian Mennonite Board of Colonization and MCC officials, fearing the 
possible loss of IRO eligibility, participated with Lutheran and other religious 
organizations in the establishment of a Canadian Council for Resettlement of 
Refugees Outside the IRO Mandate (CCCRR).45 But they only did so in a half- 
hearted way, hoping and expecting that the refugees from the Soviet Union 
would be able to come to Canada with IRO assistance. They would use the 
CCCRR for Mennonite refugees who were declared ineligible for IRO assist- 
ance but the priority was to get as many of the refugees from the Soviet Union as 
possible into Canada with IRO support. 

In their efforts to retain IRO eligibility MCC and American state department 
officials exerted a great deal of pressure on the IRO, and in October of 1949 the 
troublesolne IRO order of 23 July was withdrawn and another issued which once 



again granted IRCi eiigibiiity to r'nese refugee5 ~~n lebs  ii1er.e wds evidelice of 
voluntary collaboration with the enemy."%ll Mennonite cases, however, still 
had to be referred to the Berlin Document Centre for clearance. Documentation 
provided by MCC officials alone was not sufficient. 

The eligibility fight created much animosity on both sides. IRO officials, 
particularly some of the more junior officers coming from minority groups 
which had suffered greatly at the hands of the Germans, were deeply suspicious 
about the wartime activities of people who spoke German and had been 
evacuated under the protection of the German military. Senior IRO officials, 
more susceptible to diplomatic pressure from Washington, u~iderstood the 
unique and difficult situation of the Mennonite refugees from the Soviet Union, 
but feared that the acceptance of the Mennonite claims would force the IRO also 
to recognize similar claims by German refugees from the Baltic States and from 
the Black Sea area, and by large groups of Ukrainians, Poles and others. "Thus 
aid to 1,500 Mennonites might open the door to 150,000 others so far excluded 
from IRO protection.""' 

The IRO eligibil~ty d~spu te  churned up some venomous charges and counter 
charges. C. F. Klassen at one point stated bitterly that he had waged "an holiest 
fight against ignorance, prejudice, stupidity, and not seldom, even wickedness 
of IRO  officer^."^^ He was particularly critical of some of the Jewish people who 
worked in the IRO, and heatedly denied all suggestions that MCC had deliber- 
ately withheld vital information regarding wartime collaboration of the Men- 
nonite refugees with the enemy occupation forces. 

The facts of the case, as they are kilow~l now, lend some credence to both 
sides. MCC officials, mainly under the direction of Peter J. Dyck, who was C. F. 
IClassen's brother-in-law, established their own registry of Mennonite refugees 
from the Soviet Union."' That large registry was maintained and continuously 
updated at the Gronau camp. It did not include information about military 
service, the time, place and circumstance under which German citizenship had 
been acquired, or other information pertaining to possible collaboration with the 
German occupation forces. MCC leaders therefore did not know officially, and 
probably did not wish to know, such things. Duress or volu~ltary collaboration in 
conditions of war were themselves flexible terms, but the critical material 
allegedly withheld by MCC officials was not available in their own records. 
That, however, did not alter the fact that there was damaging and compromising 
information about Mennonite wartime collaboration with the German occupa- 
tion forces during the war, in the captured German documents housed in the 
Berlin Docume~lt Centre. That evidence, at least in some cases, refuted MCC 
claims that such collaboration had talcell place only under duress. 

The hard facts of the case were that IRO researchers and officials were closer 
to the truth as revealed in the surviving captured German documents than the 
disclaimers in the various MCC documents. IClassen, Snyder and their associ- 
ates, however, did not deliberately withhold informati011 available in their files, 
and their position more accurately expressed the emotio~ial and spiritual state of 
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the refugees. These peopie had suffered much under Soviet ruie, and for a time 
saw the Germans as God's instrument to free them from Soviet tyranny. The 
desperate fear of Soviet capture or repatriation became the overriding emotion 
during the last stages of the war and tlie immediate post-war period. The cold and 
impersonal classifications of the military occupation forces, or of the IRO, did 
not fit or take into account their tragic situation and their particular experiences. 
It did not recognize the desperate fears and terrors which dominated virtually 
everything they did and said while their status and prospects remained in doubt.jO 

The IRO eligibility controversy flared up once more when the official 
history of the IRO was being written. The author, using reports based on 
information drawn from the official IRO records and from the Berlin Document 
Centre, was sharply critical of MCC. Before the work was published, however, 
George L. Warren, the MCC's friend and advocate at the American State 
Department, showed a copy of the page proofs to William T. Snyder, tlie senior 
MCC official in the Akron office. Snyder sent the material to C. F. Klassen who 
responded with a lengthy explanation of those events. He argued that publica- 
tion of the material as written would constitute "another case of ill will where a 
small minority is being treated criminally," and recommended that "the author 
of this chapter ... talce a well meant advice and change this chapter or drop it 
altogether, because a later historian must willy-nilly come to the conclusion that 
IRO officials who dealt with Mennonite eligibility were poor  sucker^."^' 
Klassen insisted that lie had no regrets whatever for the way in which he had 
handled the eligibility problem. "I prayed and fought for the eligibility of our 
refugees. The results were gratifying because I took them as answers to my 
prayers and the prayers of otl ier~."~'  

William Snyder, in his response to George Warren, denounced the entire 
section on the Mennonites in the draft IRO history which, he argued, "is built on 
the foundation that the Mennonites helped by IRO were not eligible for that help 
and that the Mennonite Central Committee was part of a diabolical scheme to 
withhold information from IRO officials." Snyder admitted that "The facts used 
in this section sometimes apply to a few people," but complained that "a 
conclusion is drawn that it applies to all the people." He again reiterated that 
Mennonites from the Soviet Union who had served in the German army, the 
Waffen S. S., the Siclzerlzeitsdie~zst, joined the Nazi party, or accepted German 
citizenship, had only done so under compulsion or duress. He knew that the 
Berlin documents showed that some of the refugees themselves had admitted 
that they had not been under duress when they had done the above-mentioned 
things, but argued that "some may have replied thus, but this is not conclusive 
proof that they considered themselves German ethni~ally."~' 

Any examination of the relevant German records, particularly those of tlie 
Volksde~ltsclze Mittelstelle and of the Reiclzs~~zi~zisteriz~r~z filer die besetzterz 
Ostgebiete, makes it absolutely clear that the Germans regarded and treated the 
Mennonites in the occupied portions of the Soviet Union as ethnic Germans or 
Volksdeutscke. It is also clear from the writing of many of the refugees that they 
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too thought of themseives as voiicsdeutscize during the war, and particularly 
during their evacuation from the Soviet Union under German military protec- 
tion. They were not enthusiastic supporters of Soviet communism, and most 
obviously did not regard the Red Army or the prospect of repatriation with 
e n t h u ~ i a s m . ~ ~  Jacob A. Neufeld, one of the refugees and also a brother-in-law of 
the Chairman of the Canadian Mennonite Board of Colonization, kept a detailed 
diary in which he chronicled the experiences of his people. He probably 
expressed quite accurately the sentiments and attitudes of the refugees. His 
attitude, like that of others, was rooted in his people's cruel and tragic experi- 
ences under Soviet and communist governance. Just before Germany's uncon- 
ditional surrender he wrote: 

If the Russians overrun Europe, we Russian refugees and many others are finished. 
We cannot imagine what that would mean, and no one is willing even to 
contemplate such a disaster, and so they continue to believe, suffer, fight and work, 
as if possessed. Thus far the German leaders have accomplishedremarkable things. 
Many difficult victories have been won by the brave soldiers, many difficult 
situations have been mastered, and now, should they fail in the end afier so many years 
of desperate economic and military struggle? No! No! Surely that cannot be! ... May the 
merciful God in heaven, the arbiter of history, bring everything to a good end.55 

Such sentiments could be, and were, interpreted as confirming both the 
claims made by both the IRO and MCC officials, even though those respective 
claims seemed completely contradictory. 

Conclusion 

The eligibility fight created much tension, but in the end, thanks largely to 
effective intervention by American State Department officials who were im- 
pressed and grateful for the massive relief and rehabilitation activities of MCC, 
almost all the Mennonite refugees from the Soviet Union who [net appropriate 
political and medical standards, were able to migrate from Europe to North or 
South America with support and assistance froin the IRO or one of its predeces- 
sor agencies. Only so-called "hard-core" cases created serious  problem^.'^ That 
ineant that the Mennonite refugees from the Soviet Union were given priority by 
MCC and Canadian Mennonite Board of Colo~lization officials over the Men- 
nonite refugees from Prussia, Danzig and northern Poland. It also meant that the 
migration of the 1940s, unlilte that of the 1920s, would not leave Canadian 
Mennonites with another transportation debt or Reisesch~ild hangover. 

Mennonites have been inclined to regard truth and Ilonesty as absolute 
values. The eligibility fight demonstrates that even these cherished values may 
appear differently to people in complex, difficult and morally ambiguous 
situations. Just before the major controversies with the IRO arose, C. F. Klassen 
wrote that "IRO has helped us much and whoever is destined to write the history 
of our refugee work will need to give a large place in it to the IRO."" IClassen did 
not anticipate, at that time, his subsequent bitter disputes with IRO officials. 



Those disputes make it necessary for iater historians to provide a better, and 
perhaps somewhat different, understanding and interpretation of the roles of 
both the IRO and the MCC in the post-World War I1 migration of 7,698 
Mennonite refugee immigrants from Europe to Canada after World War 11. 
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